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"Significant numbers of school aged children, have severe reading cliff i-°

culties which cannot be attributed to a general intellectual or sensory

deficit, emotional disturbance, or gross neurologicardVsfunction (Farnham-

Diggory, 197 8; Rutter, 197 8; Vellutino, 1979). Over the past century

several single-factor and multirlactor explanations of reading disability

have tee proposed (Vellutino, 1.49). Typically theories have character-

iied the reading disabled child as suffering a .deficit in the performance

of pne or more elementary, cognitive pcocesses, sudh as perception, inter-

sensory integration, serial organization, .or ihort-term memory, which pre-
,

vents the normal icquisition of readinvskills. Empirical evidence,.

however, is accumulating that runs counter to siMpae process-deficit views'

of reading disability (Morrison & Manis, 1982; Vellutino, 1979). In addi-

tión to this body of disconfirming empirical evidence, process -oriented
,

co-

views have been criticized on a logical level for not explaininqadequately

, the specificity and severity of the, reading problem and for not describing
. .

adequately the mechanisms by whiCh the deficit affects reading behavior

(Morrison & Manis, 1982; Vellutino, 1979).
0

_In' an initial effort to- find an alternative conceptualization,

Morrison 'and Manis (1982) recently hypothesized that reading disability may

present a Orcblem in acquiring knowledge about words, particularly know-
,

ledge about spelling-sound correspondences. They suggelitted that the

.disabled readers' pcoblem in'word acquisition stems in pert from a failure

to master the compaex, often irregular system of iules mapping bymbols to

sounds in EnglisL Problems in learning these rules preventa the deverop-

ment of- rapid, automated word decoding skills which' in turn slows the

developmen; of higher-order reading and comprehension skills. The.authors
0 1
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also suggested that learnihg compaex and/or irregular rules may pose diffi-

culty for dThabled readers in other areas as well as reading. Supportive
4.

evidence in the reading domain for this view of 'readifig disability has

begun to accumulate (Guthae, 1973; Guthrie & Seifert, 1977; Minis, 1981;

Mason, 1676; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972; Snowling,'1980).

r

Acquisition of spelling-sound correspondence knowiedge appears

extremely difficult' for disablea readers. They lag three or more grade

levels behind normal readers in the a6ilityto pronounce familiar words and

pseudowords (Guthrie, 1973; Guthrie & Seifert, 1977; tason, 1976;

\

Shankweiler & Libeiman, 1972x Showling/ 1980). Disabled.readers show even

greater differences in rates-of acquisition,for different correspondences"

than do normal readers. CorrespOndencei which appear most difficult for

disabled readers to acquire also intuitively seem to be the:most compaex

(Calfee, yeftegY & Chapman, Note 1; Manis, 1981; kason, 1976; Shankweiler &

Libermah,,1972; Venezky, ChaEman, & Calfee, hbte 2).

Thus, there is preliminarf oyidence suggesting that disabled readers

" have a problem dealing with complex and/or irregular rule systems. The

present experiment was designed to examine rule-learning in normal and

disabled readers and to identify, dimensions of rules which might predict

.the difficulty of their acquisition.

One problem with earlier work in this area which employedactual.

Ehglish correspondences in words or pseudowords was the lack of control of

past exposure to examples of the correspondences. For example, Venezky,

et al. (Note 2) argued that tita differing rates of acquisition of spelling-

sound correspcmdencee werd due to the unetial number Of emamples,of each

, correspondence that children were exposed to in primary ieading material
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and the 'sequence `of introduction of the correspondences. They suggested,

for example, that setter performance in decoding short vowel correspon-,

dences thanAong vowel correspondences in the early grades iti7due to timing

and type of instruction. On the" other hand, Guthrie ana Seifert (1977)

argued that differing rates*of acquisition whiCh they observed were due to

differences in the compliiity of the various correspondences, not frequency

of exposure. They argued that more complex rules are needed to decode lon§

Vowel correswndences than short vowel , correspondences.

larger problem wfth previous work has been the lack of a clear..

scheme to dimensionalize correspondences'as complex or irregular to the
.

reader. Suggetions for the scaling of complexity have_ been based on such

factors as number of alternative pronunsiations of a grapheme, number of
r

orthographic units to be analyzed, and predictability 9f the corresPon-
.,

dende. HoWever, .actual theoretiCal proposals of ,how knowledge of spelling-,
sound 'correspondences is represented by readers and hoe 'that knowledge is

utilized in decoaing words or pseudowords have been rimited (Glushko,

1970).

1%wO major models have appeared in the literature, for the representa-
N.

tion of correspondence 'knowledge in the reader. In the "linguistic,

decision" model (Venezkyf. 1967; 197(),....correspondence knowledge is

represented as verbal inetructions which the reader applies when analyzing.

-
a word or pseudOwora in order to-propounce it. The other Model may be

called a "network" system. It depicts correspondende knowledge as networks

oi 'visually similar patterns whiCh aLe automatically activated during the
n

decoding process (Glushko, 1979).. In this model, parts of a new word or

pseudoword are matohed to parts of words in the reader's existing knowledge
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base and pronunciaticin of -the "nee,- unit is then determined by the

Irront5iciation of its matches. While these models suggest important

dimensions along which coriespondences might be classified for clifficillty,
1r

they have features which debract from' their unmodifie'd use as
classification schemes for correspondence knowledge. The "linguistic

4

-
decision" model contains the assuniption thab a child already has complex

knowledge .about words (e.g., knowledge.of stress.placement and morpheme

boundaries) which ,is Amployed in rules goverhing dpellingt-to-sound

correspondences. Thus, the model is .probablY t`oo complex to serve as a

psychological analoefOr the representation of ePellinirsound correspon-

dences in children. On-the other hand, the "netweirk" model appears too

simplistic in not allowing for the use of rules at all. Only one dimension

is .suggested by,this model on which prrespondences may be, clissified for

. difficultythat of consistency; Consistent correspondences, those which

halie no exceptions, are proposed to be more quickly decoded than those
1k' 4

with exceptionth because identiCal pronunciations for a,apelling unit are
re'

activated in a consistent word network tip than a number of alternative

pronunciations, as in the 'inconsittent word network. .

In ,spite of their limitati ns, the models saggest two im -portant

dimensions along which correspondence's mighE be clasZified: These are

COnditionality and consisterk14 Conditionality refers to whether a corres-

pcmdence isbdetermined by'conditions in the word environment. lf a corres=

pondence is determined by Conditions it may be viewed as a "ruleful"

respondence. A correspondence which. is not saetermined by Conditions .in the

word environment may be viewed as en arbitrary one=to-one paired

associate. Consistency refers to whether 'a correspondence (either a

,

-
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one-to-one. or. rule type)a has exCeptioná to it. . The 2 x 2 ta6le'Yields four

types of correspondences which are describedand illustrated below.

1) rangistent_nota-mg, - In this cell are' Correspondences that are
not dejermined by the wbrd erriironment. There are no exceptions
to ti*-- correspondences in that the spelling unit.is paired, to one
pronunciation,. E.g., vs/v/, m=fm/.

o

4

'2) Ingwaisteattp=ane. In this cell are correspondences that
are not determined by the word envirohmenti. There are exceptions
in that a spelling unit is paired to more than one Pronunciation.
E.g., ga, as i.n Aach,, bread, earn, haar, great.

1

3) ennalitfint_rale. In this cell are cOtrespondences that are
determined by the word environment. A spelling unit is paired to
more than one pronunciation by sets of conditions. There are noexceptions in that a spelling unit and a specific set of condi-.!
tiops will always determine-the same sound. E.g. is when ininitial position and before n is silent, in 'know and Isnot.

Inconsistent.rule. In-this cell are correspondences that 'are
'determined by the word environment. kspelling unit is paired
to more than one pronunciation by Sets of conditions. There are.
exceptions in that'a spelling unit ande specific set of condi-
tions will determine a particular souhd for a proportion of the
'occurrences, but 'not for all of the occurrences. 'E.g., g is soft
before gb j and 2, as in gem, gin, gym. Exceptions to the soft g
correspondence include get, girl, give.

. / .

4)

. Consistent
,

Many consonant correspondences
' fit this cell, *.g., the

One-to-One pronunciations or i, , I
fa j.,m4 n.

Rule
ExaMples are the hard'and soft*
go the sounded and silent ja,

and the long A correspondences.

Inconsistent

Many vowel digraph
correspondences fit
this cell, e:g. , the
pronunciations of ea,

.110.

Examples are the soft
the Thng,g, and

short,jj cotrespondences.

An attempt to test these dimensions is presented here employing arti-
.

ficial symbo.7-word correspondences in A simple 'associative learning task.

The use of artificial novel stimuli eliminates the need to.sontrol for the

frequency of past exibsure and allows fof an easily conducted first test of
0

0.
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the scheme it was assume& that if -di ed readere learning is severely

affected by inconsistency or complexity,- 1é problem would be apparent even

:i.n a simple -task such'as paired associate learning when a rple and/or

'inconsistency Were introduced.

a

--,
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Thirty-six diSabled readers*in.grados four through seven and 36 normal
readers in, grades four through six participated. All had normal vision and

,--hearing, stoke English as a first language, and had no diagnosed neurologi."
B cal abnormalities, speech deficits, or severe emotional 'disturbances.
SubjectS were selected from fol.= predominantly middle class urban and
suburban schools. The disabled leaders were included in the study only "if
they had, IQ'scores 87 or above and if their reading ablvieVement was at
leadt 1.7 years below grade level. IQ scores on all subjects Were obtained
from students' aChool tiles. Reading achievement scores were obtained from
performances orythe Word Recognition, subtest7of the taco3corl..29ading
liastery Testa adzniniatered by the researcher prior to subject selection.

.Assignment of subjects to four treatment conditions was conducte& in
. order to,achieve relatively iimilar representation-of schools and sexes

within khe groups and to achieve relativel equal mean IQ', age, grade, and

information for the treatment groups is sh n in 'rable 1. °

reading achievement scores for each abili y treatment group. Identifying
,

41.-

Materials

Four books a stimbli were prepared, each containing materials for the.
'Aearning of a set of 12 symbol-word paired associates: The four sets of
paired associates were differentiated on the dimensions of consistency and
conditionality and were: 1) A considtent one-to-one set in which* unrelated
words:were arbitrarily matched to unrelated symbols; 2).on inconsistent
one-to-onelset in which unrelated words were arbitrarily matched tp symbols
but each of every two syMbols was Confusacle by differing only g slight'
degree; 3) a consistent rule set in which each of every. two words was
related to the other by the 'rule, "opposite," and their respeative symbols
were also 'graphically related; -and 4) an inconsistent rule set which was

, compose/1 of symbol-word pairs from sets two and three described. above.
Symbols were simple geanetric 'figures (a,major figure with a dot or a star
'subscript)t Words .were high frequency words, half.nouns and half adjec-
tives (all 100,per million, merigailzgatage_Noxiithaugngyaggils, 1 971).

= Books were constructed so that a symbol drawn in black ink appeared on each
8" by 10" white page. The word corresponding to the symbol Was presented
sterbaly,.-not visually. For the two books containing rule sets, 12 addi-
tional symbols appeared on the last 12 pagesoc, These did not appear earlier
during learning and were used to examine whether the child had detected the
rule andiwhether he/she could generalite it to new instances.

er

All*.correspondencei for each condition are presented in Table 2. (It
may be noted that construction of the sets to represent four learning
Conditions allowed six symbol-word s to be identical acilias sets while

) the other six varied.) At shown e table, each set of12 correspon-
dences represents a classification typé , In the consistent one-to-one set

1
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the main figures of the symbols were unrelated els were the words. iiihus
the child .could disregard the star, or dot and simply learn the correspon-
dences as simple paired associates. This was deemed roughly analogous to
the child's learning to pronounce a 'consonant which has only one pronuncia-
'tion regardless of the word environment. In the inconsistent one-to-one
set,the same main figure was used for two symbols whose unrelated word
correspondences could only be differentiated on.the basis of the star ordot figure. There wat3 no pattern among the correspondences to aid inlearning. . Thus, this set too had to be learned as paired associates but
additional attention had to be paid to the stars and dots. This learning
was deemed analogous to the child's learning the various pronunciations ofa spelling unit (e.g., .ea as in heat, threat, gam) where no pattern of
conditions are available to aid him/her.

,
In the consistent rule-set, the same main figure was again used for

two. symbols whose word dorrespondences could only be differentiated bY thestar or t figure. HOwever, there was now a pattern in the set to aid the
child's learningthe word correspondences,were opposites. If the childrecognized this patters he/she could use it to learn.more efficiently.
This learning set Was considered analogous to the learning of the pronun-
ciation for a spelling unit when the correspondence is determined by a set
of conditions and there are no (or very few) exceptions (e.g., an before
a consonant And a final g is pronounced long, as in fine, and like). The
last set, inconsistent rule, was similar to the consistent rule set; how-
ever, four of the correspondences were arbitrary.arld did not folloW the
conditional pattern of the others in the set. This learning set was corr-
sidered analogous to the child's learrling of a 'spelling unit whose pronun-N ciation is dethrmined by a set of conditions only at proportion of theoccurrences an 2 before a consonant ;and a final g is pronounced
long, as in lune, smekei common exceptions, occur such as rune, Live).

Eight random orders ,of a 12-symbol 'set were cOntained ih each book to
provide foul. Alternating study and test' tri4s, with 'one exception. . Where
the difference between ose, word cortespondende and another was discernible
only by a dot d'r a star added tg the main figure, no more than two occur-
rences of the eame major figure appearing on consecutive pages were allowed
in any one study or test' trial.

-Procedure

Each subject was teited, individually in a quiet room separate from theclassroom. The task was introduced as a memory. game and subjects were
asked to remember the word that accompanied the symbol. On study trials
the experimenter arbally described each symbol and .announced the word that
went with it (e.g., "M arrow with a dot goes with hoy"). The subject was
required to repeat this's' aloud. Ori tea...trials the experimenter described

t;1 the symbol again and asked the subject to respond with the word. - If sub-
jects could not remember a respoose, they were encouraged to make a guess.
No feedback was given to the sui3ject's cesponse on test trials. Four
study-test phasee were given to each embject. Subjects learnling rule
correspondences were given an additiohal-tAsk after the four study-test

10
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trials. A new symbol was shown and the experimenter described it and
announced the word that went with it. Then a second symbol was shown in
.which the main figur remained the same but the flubscript dot changed to a
start, or vice verta, dna the subject was asked to guess what the word might
be. Six different instanCes were presented. .Following this last phase the
subject was asked what helped,him/her make a guess on the new symbols. The
whole session lasted about 20 minutes:"

A IsultS
. .;r 0 .

A four-way mixed analysis of variance was conducted on number of
accurate responas with Ability (Normal 4%r Disabled caeaders), ConsistencY
(Consistent or Inconsistent correspondence set), and Type& (One-to-One or
Rule .correspondence set) as between-subject variables, and Tkials (1
through 4) as a within-subject variable. Accuracy varied signiZicantly
according- to Consistenci, £(1,64) 18.81, 9 .0001, with consistent,
correspondences being recalled more accurately than inconsistent correspon-
demes. Accuracy improved across trials', E(3,192) 87.49, 9 ,K
with accus:acy on each successive trial significantly greater than the one
preceding it, 10(192) > 3.57, 913 < .001: These main effects, however, were'
qualified by several Significant interactions.

a

A significant Ability by Type interaction, £(1.64)
shown in Table 3, indicated no difference in-correct responding between
normal and disabledereaders on one-to-one symbol-word correspondences,
t(64) = 1.40, = n.s., but a. major difference between the groups for
number correct on the rule symbol-Word correspondences, .1(64)
9 .001 with disabled readers performing significantly more poorly than
the nokmal readers. Normal readers performed eignificantly better on rule
type correspondences than ori one-to-one correspondences, t(64) aa 2.63,

itheieas disabled readers -performed significantly worse on rule
types than on one-to-ones, 1(64) = 3.54, &..001. This finding suggests
that while disabled readers may Performtsimilarly to normal readers on rote
one-to-one associative, learning tasks, they markedly differ on tasks which
introduce an element of ccfmplexity, such as the use cif a nile. In order to
rule out the 'possibility that differences in IQ scores between disabled and
normal readers were contributing'to thitt finding, the; relationshiP between
accuracy and-IQ score, was examined. Fertormance of normaltand disabled

. readers was not found to be significantly correlated with IQ score in
s either. the one-to-one or the rule. cOrxlitions (9s 120).

A marginally significant Ability x ConsistencY x Trial interaction,
E(3,4192) = 2.08 9 .105, provided limited evidence that inconsistency

4'effected the learning 'of disabled readers more strongly than normal
readers. As shown in Figure 1, the mean score for the consistent sets on
each of 'the four trials did not differ 'significantly between disabled and
normal readers, ts (64)-.K its= n.s. For 'trials 1 and 2 the mean score
'for the inconsistent.sets did not differ either, ts (64) .K lid6r pa = n.s.'
However, by -Trials 3 and '4, normal. readers performed significantly better,

a
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'than disabled readers. While inconsistency appears to have been detri-mental to the learning of both groups, it appears to have affected the
disabled readers to a greater cfegree.

The marginally significant interaction of Ability by Consistency by
Type, by Trials," £(3,192) 311: .101, presents a clearer pattern of
ability group learning differences under the different conditions of theexperiment. As illustrated in Figure 2, for each trial disabled readess
did not differvignificantly fan normal readers under-the consistent(one-
to-one correspondence learning condition, ts (64).< 1.29, szs Et noiunder the inconsistent one-to-one correspondence learning condition, ),.s(64) < .50; gs n.s. -A very different pattern emerged for the rule sets.By Trial 4 under the consistent rule condition, normal readers Attained amarginally significant greater score than the disabled. readers,i(64).=
1.88, < .10. Andunderthe inconsistentlulecorreepondence conclitioh,normal readers attained a significantly 'greater score thlif-diaabled reader'son Tria:s 2 through 4, Is (64) > jas .K .05. An examination of perfor-
mances between Trial 1 and Trial 4 indicated scores of normaLteaders
increased significantly within each learning condition, is (192) > 4.36,- to< .001. However while disabled readers' scores increased significantly.
between Trial 1 ;nd Trial 4 in the bne-to-one conditions and the consistent
rule condition, ts (192) > 3.23, s <..01, they did not inOrease signif
cantly. between. TO al I and Trial 4 under the inconsistent rule condition,
1(192) = 1.62, = n.s. 'Furthermore, after an increase in number correctfrom Trial 1 to Trial 2 under the censietent rule condition, scores of
dibabled readers paateaued resulting in nb.significant differences betweentheir scores on Trial 2, sr or 4, Is (192) < = n.s.

To summarize, disabled readers' learning did not appear to differ fromthat of normal readers' on the symbol-word correspondence sets which
contained no Exile relationships among the correspondences. Disabled and'normal readers performed similarly well on the*consiatent ohe-to-one
correspondences and similarly poorly on the 'inconsistent one-tp-one
correspondences. However, On sets containing rule relationships, thelearning of disabled-reader groups differed.from that of the normal groups.

,Normal readers' scores improved acroes trails under the rule condition
while disabled readers° showed little improvement. In addition, limited'
support was found that the addition of inconsistendy to the rule condition
affecteckperformance of drsabled, readers more than normal readers.

7/

Total number of correct responses was tallied for each subject in therule condition on the transfer task. A resbonse was considered correct ifit mild be reasonably considered as an "oPposite" concept from that given
in the example. All but one of the disabled reaciirs weed able to performcorrectly on the transfer task and were able to verbalize the rule, oppo-site", as were the normal.readers. (Sixteen normal readers and 11 "disabled

\readers achieved perfect scores, 3 norTal readers and 5 disabled readers
missed one item, disablaed reader-missed two items, and.1 disabled reader'missed th'em all.)

0
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The findings on the transfer task and dn'the request to children to
explain-how theY knew what to do on the transfer task Were puzziing in
light of the results.on the learning task. Since disabled readers did not
differ frominormal readers in their ability to detect the relatively simple

. rule, the performance differences under the rule conditions may have been
tith result Of disabled readers, for reasons unknown, not having engaged
successfully in'the subsequent cognitive operations necessary for utilizing
the rule to aid their learning,

1,3
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Dircausaion

Differences between normal and diiabled reader groupe on a symbol-word

correspondence learning task were obserVed to be specific to the4resence

of a rule relationhip within the sot ef pairs to be learned. The results

suggested that diaabled readers mali have a:particular problem dealing_with

rules. ,The findings were supportive of the Morrison and Mania (1982)

theoretical perspective on reading disability and supported the previous

work: by Mania (1981) which suggested that disabled :readers have a specific

deficiency in their knowledge of complex (rule related) spelling-sound'

correspondences. It was expected that if disabled readers had more diffi-

culty on the rule sets relative.to normal readers they would also not be

able to succeed on a transfer task baeed on the rOle or verbalize the rule.

Betause this pattern did not occur, interpretation of the transfer and

verbalization data was difficult.

The finding that disabled readers learn simple one-tc>-one associations

aa_well--as/normal:readere-corresponded With.previous relearch which has'

indicated loo diference- between poor and, average readers on paired sego-

ciate learining when pairs were coniposed of symbols or symbol strings and
i

words (De nary 1970; Firth, 1972). Additional evidence indicating that

disabled r dere-experience no great difficulty learning rote aisociations

between syinhols.and words has been fouSd by Harrigan (1976) and Rozin,

Poritskp and Stotsky. au010. In contrast, differences .between poor/dis-

abled readers and normal readers have been found when symbols have been

paired with noneense syllables (Otto, 1964 viollutino, Steger, Harding, &
,

Phillips, 1975; Samuels & Anderson 1973).
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Vellutino (1979) argued that the difficulties disabled reader& eXper-

ience associating symbols with nonsense,tyllables results fiom a general

languige deficit in disabled readers. /4ellutino (1979) euggested *that this

notion is further supcorted by the evidence.ahowing no differences between

disabled and average readers on nonverbal association tasks (Vellutino,

Steger1 Harding, & Phillips, 19*. However, other studies have found

performance differences between normal 'and disabled readers on various

erbal and nonverbal t&oks (Corkin, 1974; Cummings a jaw, 19161. Horcison,

GiOrdani (Nagy 1977; Morrison, .1978; Noelker & Schumsky, 1973; Wolford

Fowler, Note 3).

The evidence from the present study and-from other studie40which have

shown no ability differences for the paired asstociate learning of symbols

and word's argues against a general verbal deficit th disabled readers.
. .

Rather, it suggests that disabled readers miy differ from normal to,eaders
-

when complex additional information ois available in the learnA proams.

It is suggested that the use of the "opposite" rule to 'aid 'memory of Qairs

under the rule conditions required a greater number of cognitive operations

than the memory of the consistent one-to-Aone pairs.
t)

Possibly disabled readers' problems with rules may be more related tO
a 0

the application of rules as aids to learning information tnan to a failure

to actually acquire rules. This interpretation woad be consistent with .

Torgenen% (1977) suggestion that disabled readers are inactive learners

and deficient in the xianagement of learning strategies. However,

Torgesen's view of disabled readers as-inefficient learners appears too

general to be a satisfactori explanation for all of the results. Disabled

readers learned just as well as normal readers on.the one-to-one.
N
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correspondence -Bets suggesting Cctive learning by the ,diaabled readers on

these sets. It is miscible that trans:If& and verbalisation tasks suck as

those employed in'the present: stuck/ are not good indicators af -learning on

a prior task.

The prosenr.resulte suggested that disabled readers had probleMs

applying'the rule in the paired associate_task, not with detect,ing it.

However, ,the rule employed wits 'Probably relatively -easy. , The results did

not suggest that with more difficult rules disabled readirs will not:" hive

problema with the induction process. There is some evidence in the

literature suggesting that disabled readers may differ from normal readers

in the level af abatraction they employ in tisk solution and if this were

the case, difficulties Viith ruli induction as well as rule applicati4,

might occur:fin disabled readers with More difficult rules. Blank and

Bridger (1967) founa that group differences between poor/disabled and

normal readers in the fourth grade Ancrsased as the complexity of the

itimulus desiandi increased on a temporal aequence coding task. A later

study (Blank, Weider, c Bridger, 1968) found aimilar group differences

between poor/disabled and normal readers in the first grade. Blank, ,

Weider, and Bridger' (1968) pioposed that the disabled reader'i initial

approach to any abstract task may be less conceptual than that of the-

normal reader 'and thus might put 'him/her at a 'constant disadvantage 'which

might be cumulative in any task requiring abstraction end conceptualiza-

tion. Reading appears to be just such a task since atimuli Must be grouped

according to common.elements which are then further grouped and arranged in

hierarchical orcir (Gibson & Levin, 19751 Singer, -1960).



.

Kress's (1956) investigation of the relationship between concept

formation ability and achievement in, reading lends additional support to
I%

the notion that*disabled readers may approach tasks at a less abstract

level than normal readers. Kiess-matched 25 pairs of 'disabled and normal
t

readers on age and IQ and compared their' perfoimances on severaloncept

formation tasks. Disabled readers, conipared to achieving readers', lacked

flexibility, hypothesis testing, a willingness to exhaust all solutions,

perpistence in problem"solging undlek changing conditibns, ibility to draw

inferences, ability to shift set, ability to analyze te factors present;

adequate labels for common concepts, and &dquate conce s for dealing with,

language. Among othei characteristics, disabled readers exhibited a ten-

dency to cling to previously adceptable solutions, and a dependence upon

the physical characteristics of Cbjects. If these characteristics accur-

ately describe disabled readers, their failure to acquire adequate reading

skills would nOt be difficult to understand since making sense out of the

spelling-sound correspondence' system appears to reqUire many cif these

abilities.

in Conclusion, the findings offer indirect supportfor Morrison and

.Manisis (1982) proposal that at the heart of the disabled reader's problem

_-

is the complex.and often inconsistent system of rules to be learned and-
.

applied in the reading process. The differences which occurred in paired °

associate learning between normal and disabled readers when a rule was

present suggest that observed4differences in reading between the groups may

be related to the presence of conditional relations in the reading task.

Further research with more difficult rules may prove fruitful in deter-

mining whether the difficulty with rules for disabled readers lies in their
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acquisition or application. In addition, further investigation into the

ability of Alisabled readers to deal with abstract concepts and into thefr'

use of strategies for learning may yield further evidence bearing on their

difficulties 'in learning to read.
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'Table 1 ,.
.

. Mean 8111h, 4Q. Grade, Reading Grade-Equi4lent Score, Rea'ding Percentile Scare and Sew forSubject Groups (standard deviations in parentheass)`

TC41W-7-tZtent One-To-CnaGroup

11.000.

Inconsistent Ova-To-One Consistint Rule Inconsistent' MeNoma SA
age de

I:

1" SS

a(
se me

de
I' sob

I de
Age

IQ.. 105.11 (9.99)
Grade 6,17 ( .71)
needing b

.

Grade
Equiva.. 7.80 (1.93)
lent
score
Reading b

Peron- 63.56(13,10)
tile
Score

Sex of
3F 614Subjects

.67 (10.20)
6.12 ( .64)

3.40 ( .68)

8.67 1 OM)

2F 7M

103.00 (8.72)
6.10 ( .74)

7.24 (1.35)

60.78 (IMO)

3F

.d.3

95.22 (6.55)
6.36 (1.00)

3.67 (1.26)

P

11.00 (9.43)

1F OM

104,00 (9.04)

6.06 ( .67)

7.29 (T.26)

1

62.22(10.76)

3F- 65 ,

96.78 (5.93)
6.03 ( .83)

3.44 ( .87)

tr

10.78 (746)

1F 85

106.89 (9.03)
5.63 ( .84)

7.32 (2.17)

65.89(10.66)

3F 6M

.92 .1$
97,11 (8.10)
6.38 (1,30

"
3.11 ( .79)

SJB (4.1i4)

1114

,

k-'
.'IQ

scores.were (res school 'files and were based,on Otis;lennon 'Test of
cocer(fujollhnssoncal,e0r)for the wi/janordityLoorof th-Theodrnidsaikbele)d. readers (other IQ

Reading Achievement was based on the Mord Recognition subtext scars of4 by the researcher.

d

2 3

Mantel Ability for nonKtisreaders and the
tests for the disabled maders were the

the: Woodcocb''0oadir/sif4aste'm_ljhis 'administered
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Table 3

.
. , ..-0-0-

, 0

Mean Wecl Correct Responses as a Function of ,

Correspondence Type and Aeading"Abilitya4
, (standard &victims in pirentbeses).

.

Correspondence Types
F Reading Ability.

Noimal.Readefs tdsabled Readers

.'One -to -One

Rule

a

0

tr.

-
;8 22.33'(9.98) N is 16 .24.22 (12.60)

N T 18.-25.89 (7.05)

Mean total pbssible correct-for eack entry equals 48.-

0

25

N 18 19.44 ( 9.16)

t.
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